
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

April 18, 2022 

 

MICOR Industries to be Spotlighted in Manufacturing Marvels 
 on The Fox Business Network 

 

Decatur, AL. – MICOR Industries will be spotlighted in the nationally televised production, “Manufacturing 
Marvels” on The Fox Business Network between 9:20pm - 9:40pm CST on April 19th, 2022. This feature 
showcases MICOR’s - Magnus Hi-Tech campus in Melbourne, FL, and highlights its broad range of 
capabilities in precision machining and manufacturing for aerospace and defense industries. 

Announcing the feature, MICOR CEO Julius Ulhmann remarked, “MICOR takes pride in its use of 
advanced technology while keeping a people-first approach. We are thrilled to have our excellence in 
manufacturing and core values of “Transparent, Trusted, Tenacious” recognized on a national platform.” 

Manufacturing Marvels is produced for the Fox Business Network to spotlight North American 
manufacturers, their products, as well as the companies’ processes and customers, and one company 
per industry is selected to be highlighted each year.  

Upon request, a link to the video will be available, as well as interview opportunities with MICOR CEO, 
Julius Ulhmann.  

In addition to its recent acquisition of the featured Melbourne, FL facility, MICOR leadership is also 
looking ahead to an expansion at its Decatur, Alabama headquarters in 2022. This venture will result in 
an additional 10,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing space and a $3.2 million investment in state-of-the-art 
equipment and new positions. The newly created jobs will range from entry-level machinists to executive-
level engineers, exceeding industry standards in benefits and professional development.  

About MICOR Industries, LLC 
MICOR Industries, LLC is a precision machining and manufacturing company serving aerospace, 
defense, and medical manufacturing customers worldwide. Founded in 1999, with headquarters in 
Decatur, Alabama, and a campus in Melbourne, Florida, the company is focused on providing superior 
service to its’ partners that meet even the most complex, quick-turn projects. The company possesses a 
“built to serve” mentality with transparency, trust, and tenacity at the core of service. To learn more about 
MICOR and the company’s capabilities, visit www.micorind.com.# # # 


